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Introduction

Just a couple of months have passed
since Kwasi Kwarteng delivered the
now infamous mini budget and Jeremy
Hunt’s Autumn Statement signalled
a radical departure from that
short-lived ideology. The emphasis
on economic growth at all costs,
was replaced with a more pragmatic
and sombre approach. Protecting
the vulnerable and reassuring the
markets were the by-words for the
Autumn Statement.

Many of the public sector budgets were maintained
until after the next election. This allows the
Chancellor to hedge his bets that the tough
decisions to cut funding will be made by
another Government.
Whilst Truss’s mini budget was seen as a gamble at
the time, the same too can be argued of what Hunt
announced. With a commitment to increase taxes
coupled with public spending cuts, the Statement is
unlikely to be popular amongst already struggling
households during an ongoing cost of living crisis
that shows no signs of abating. And whisper it
quietly, the first signs of murmurs of discontent on
the Tory backbenches have begun, with concerns in
particular about plans to allow local authorities to
raise council tax by 5%.

Faced with a bleak economic horizon, including
inflation reaching 11% and predictions of a looming
recession, Chancellor Jeremy Hunt announced a
series of tax rises and public spending cuts, dubbed
by many as a return to austerity.

In response to the windfall profits caused by rapid
increases in energy prices, energy companies will
have to pay more tax on their profits. The Energy
Profits Levy will be increased from 25% to 35% from
January 1 2023 to March 2028. The Government will
also introduce a temporary 45% levy on electricity
generators from January 1 2023. The Chancellor
stated that “any [windfall] tax should be temporary,
not deter investment and recognise the cyclical
nature of energy businesses.”

The Government’s flagship energy commitment is
the Sizewell C nuclear power plant, with a £700m
investment which will create an estimated 10,000
‘highly skilled’ jobs and provide reliable, low carbon
power. Further details on energy independence
plans are to be published shortly.

In relation to energy efficiency, the Government
set a target of 2030 for energy consumption from
buildings and industry to be reduced by 15%. This
will be achieved in part by a £6.6bn investment
from Government and a commitment to funding
of a further £6bn of annual investment from 2025.
These investments will be accompanied by a new
Energy Efficiency Taskforce.

However, Hunt is hoping that he can win over
voters and the markets through projecting
economic credibility and stability and starve off
the worst impacts of a projected recession in 2023.
Mindful that an election is not imminent, Sunak is
playing a long game. Only time will tell if it pays off.

The Chancellor outlined that responsible growth
would be guided by three new priorities: energy,
infrastructure and innovation. These parameters
seek a future of energy independence, based
on clean growth and investment in low carbon
energy systems. This accompanies an ambition
to turn Britain into the world’s next Silicon Valley,
by combining technology, science and financial
services. With infrastructure considered central
to allowing wealth and opportunity to spread, the
Chancellor maintained capital spending until the
end of the Parliament, noting that “smart countries
build on their long-term commitments rather than
discard them.”
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Energy is the central pillar of
Jeremy Hunt’s strategy for
growth and the Government has
set the long term aim of energy
independence combined with
increased energy efficiency.
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The Chancellor also recommitted to the plan to
spend £55bn to help households and businesses
with their energy bills this winter. From April,
the Energy Price Guarantee will continue for a
further 12 months at £3,000 per year for the
average household.
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Construction and Property

Transport

The stamp duty cuts announced
in the Growth Plan earlier this
year will only remain in place
until April 2025. This means that
the increase in the threshold
of paying stamp duty from
£125,000 to £250,000 will be
reversed, as well as the increase
in the level first-time buyers
start paying stamp duty from
£300,000 to £425,000.

Electric vehicles will now pay
Vehicle Exercise Duty from
April 2025, but will be charged
at a lower rate than
combustion engine cars.

The new hospitals programme and gigabit
broadband programme will go ahead as planned.
The budget for capital investment will be £600bn
over the next 5 years, with the annual capital
investment budget maintained for the next two
years. This will fund the construction of new roads,
railways, broadband and community infrastructure.

The Government will deliver the ‘core’ Northern
Powerhouse Rail, HS2 to Manchester, and East West
Rail. However, the implementation of Northern
Powerhouse Rail will likely exclude the proposed
branch to Bradford.

The Government will cap rent increases in the social
rented sector under inflation next year, at 7%.
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The Government is also reconfirming its
commitment to work with the Scottish Government
on options to improve the A75 road.
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Devolution and Regional

The Government will provide an
extra £1.5 billion for the Scottish
Government, £1.2 billion for
the Welsh Government, and
£650 million for the Northern
Ireland Executive.

Labour’s Shadow Chancellor, Rachel Reeves:

“No one was talking about cuts to public spending two months
ago and no other advanced economy is cutting spending or
increasing taxes on working people as they head into recession.
This government has forced our economy into a doom loop where
low growth leads to higher taxes, lower investments and squeezed
wages, with the running-down of public services. All of which hits

Stronger devolution deals are set to be made with
the Greater Manchester Combined Authority and
West Midlands Combined Authority, and soon
over half of England is set to be covered by
devolution deals.

economic growth again.”

Eddie Tuttle, Director of Policy, External affairs and
Research at the Chartered Institute of Building:

In order to expand devolution in new areas, there
will be a new elected mayor in Suffolk, and new
deals for Cornwall, Norfolk and an area in the North
East to “follow shortly.”

“We look forward to seeing the Government’s plans for the funding
it has allocated to improving energy efficiency and hearing more of
the detail, which is currently lacking. Without this, the Government will

These measures mean that total investment in
future growth is set to be over £600 billion over
the next five years. This becomes the largest
investment in public works for 40 years.

not meet its target of reducing the carbon emissions from buildings
by 15 per cent by 2030 and reduce household energy bills, which

continue to be one of the biggest concerns for the UK population.”

The Chancellor made significant reforms to
Investment Zones, shifting away from being tradefocused, and towards leveraging UK research
strengths to help build clusters for new growth
industries. Along with increasing R&D funding,
universities were placed as the hubs for future
development. This is likely to include research into
new, efficient, low carbon energy sources. Chief
Scientific Adviser Sir Patrick Vallance is to lead
“new work on how we should change regulation to
better support safe and fast introduction of new
emerging technologies.”

High-Speed Rail Group, the representative body for
companies working in the sector:

“[We] fully understand the significance of the public investment
granted to the HS2 project and we are steadfast in our commitment

The recommitment to Levelling Up was evident
from the pledge to round 2 of funding, to meet
as a minimum, the £1.7bn level of the first round
of funding.
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Selected Industry Reactions

to delivering cost-effectively. We will continue to work with the
government to ensure every penny spent goes toward maximising
public benefit and delivering returns for the whole UK.”
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About Copper
A strategic communications agency with more
than 25 years of experience, specialising in the
infrastructure sector. We provide communications
and stakeholder engagement for highly complex,
major projects across the UK.

For more information
Patrick Traynor
patrick.traynor@copperconsultancy.com
07739 972737

Join the debate
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